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We will be at CRYPTO EXPO DUBAI, the premier cryptocurrency event in 
Dubai, to proudly present our platform and our future plans to become the 1st 
DeFi Metaverse with rewarding NFTs.

This is the largest event in Dubai for Investors and Crypto Industry Leaders to 
network and explore more business opportunities.

Get insights on key facts that shapes the crypto industry
 Network with experts & investors
Be updated on latest trends in crypto
Meet the top leaders of the crypto market
Don’t miss this perfect chance to meet us live and experience 
GYM NETWORK & GYM STREET up close!

NEWS
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CRYPTO EXPO DUBAI

Learn more about 
CRYPTO EXPO DUBAI here:

https://cryptoexpodubai.com
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COMMUNITY 

OFFICIAL COLLABORATION 

- Polygon
- AAVE
- Algorand
- Chainlink

-  NEAR
- The Graph
- Revv
- OMG

- Bybit
- Huobi
- FTX

-  Bancor
- Balancer
- Paxful
- Biconomy

W I T H  F I N S T R E E T
We are very proud to announce our o�icial collaboration with FINSTREET, India’s 
1st Crypto Education Platform focusing especially on DeFi, NFTs, and Metaverse. 

FINSTREET has a 4,460,000+ audience online and o�line and is connected
with 1100+ institutions all over India. A big audience eager to learn about GYM 
NETWORK!

By entering into this collaboration, GYM NETWORK will join FINSTREET's existing 
partnerships with crypto industry giants such as:

FINSTREET has more than 78,000
subscribers on their YouTube channel
with 656,000+ monthly views and 33,750+ 
hours monthly watch time. Yet another 
great opportunity to expose GYM 
NETWORK to a wider audience!

Soon: GYM NETWORK



STATS

Holders

7,923
Investors

25,359

Telegram
Users

22,751

Twitter
Users

19,600

YouTube
Users

3,554

Gymnet 

Total GYMNET Burn

7,008,043
GYMNET Price

$0.7

Vault Status

$16,739,173
Farm Status

$6,452,377
Total Value Locked Liquidity

Single Pool

63,544,157
Total GYMNET Locked
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PLATFORM

Dear participants 
We are about to upgrade the current implementation of the team related 
smart contracts, which will allow everybody to claim the pending commis-
sions coming from their team partners.

The activation will take place in two stages. We will implement the new 
contracts on Friday, 23.09. at 10:00 am UTC and will activate them on 
Tuesday 27.09 at 10:00 UTC

IMPORTANT UPDATE REGARDING 
PENDING COMMISSIONS

Stage one - implementation:
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The current Pending Commissions Claiming will be deactivated. From this 
moment on until Tuesday, you won’t be able to claim commissions from the 
downline. You will receive the commissions, when partners claim their 
rewards. 

Three new Contracts will be enabled:
 Contract 1: for the partners pending commissions from the vaults.
 Contract 2: for the partners pending commissions from the farms.
 Contract 3: for the partners pending commissions from the single pool. 

1.

2.



Very important!
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To be able to activate the team commissions in the new contracts, you will 
have to interact at least once with one of the vaults, one of the farms and 
the single pool. 
Interaction means, that you will have to claim rewards or deposit a very 
small amount. 

Example 1. 
You can claim rewards from one of the vaults, claim from one of the farms 
and from the single pool. This will be enough to activate the new contracts 
for your wallet address. 

Example 2. 
You can make a deposit in one of the vaults, claim rewards from one of the 
farms and deposit in the single pool. 

The contracts need a single interaction to create a record and make your 
wallet address be eligible to collect the partners pending commissions. 

This first interaction might require an additional one-time fee between
$0.5 - $1.5. This is to record the information in the new contracts. 

Stage two - activation: 
From when will you be able to claim your partner's pending commissions?

To give the chance to everybody to interact with the new contracts at 
least once, we will activate the new contracts on Tuesday 27.09. at 10:00 
UTC.

From this moment on you will see the pending commissions coming from all 
partners who activated their wallet addresses (interacted with the smart 
contracts).
The commissions from all partners, who haven’t interacted with the new 
contracts yet will be distributed when they claim rewards. They won’t be 
included in your new pending commissions. 
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If there was not interaction between your wallet address and the smart 
contracts, you won’t see the pending rewards and will receive the commis-
sions only when partners claimed their rewards (as it currently is). You’re 
not going to miss any commissions. 

4� Old style reward distribution will be available until November 1st. Until 
then you have to activate the pending commissions in the new contracts.

NOTE: Not activated wallets will lose the commissions after November 1st!

From November 1st on commission distribution on partners claim will be 
disabled and you will notice reduced gas fees for claims, withdrawals and 
deposits.

Your Gymnetwork Team



WE LOOK FORWARD 
TO SEEING MANY 

OF YOU THERE!

EVENT PROMOTION 

8 October 2022 Dubai (2 days after CRYPTO EXPO DUBAI)
Venue: W DUBAI - The Palmt

Hotel & Flight Compensation Promo

50k NFT Turnover: Get $600 Hotel Compensation
100k NFT Turnover: Get $600 Hotel + $1500 Airfare Compensation

You will also get 
the opportunity to visit 

our local o�ice, the perfect 
location for some real b

usiness talk.

This is the perfect opportunity to: 
- Meet us live in person
- Learn more about our future plans first hand
- Get a first impression of our 3D Metaverse Experience

N O W  I N  Y O U R  D A S H B O A R D

Promotion Period: 
15 September until 15 October 2022

Qualification: 
You must attend the live event in person to receive the compensation.

50% Rule Applies

8gymnetwork.io



GYM Network
@GymNet_O�icial

GYM NETWORK


